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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study singular matrix solutions of time- 
dependent fourth order quasilinear matrix differential inequalities. For the 
time-independent case, analogous results under different hypotheses were 
obtained by Chan and Young [l]. More recently, Chan and Young [2] also 
established related results for the time-dependent second order systems. We 
refer to the above two papers for further references. 
2. AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
Let 52 be a nonempty bounded domain in the n-dimensional Euclidean 
space IP, 0 its closure and XJ its boundary. Also let x denote a point (x1 , 
x, ,..., x,) of En, Di indicate differentiation with respect to 3~~) and d be the 
Laplace operator in the variables: X, , X~ ,..., x:n . Denote by R the cylinder 
((x, t)l x E J2, t > O), by i? the cylinder ((x, t)j x ED, t > 01, and by H a 
domain in Em containing the origin. 
The matrix differential system under consideration is 
LV = d[A(x, t, V) 4 V] + 2B(x, t, V) 4 V + P(x, t, V) V - Vt in R, (2.1) 
where V has range in Hm, the coefficients A, B and P are real m x m matrix 
functions with A in Cz@? x H”), and B and P in C@? x Hnt). The domain 
D, of (2.1) is the set of all real m x nz matrix functions V whose elements 
belong to C4(R) n C’s@). Also we consider the system 
Zu = O[u(x, 24) du] + 2b(x, 24) 424 + p(x, u)u in Q, (2.2) 
where u is a real nz-vector function with range in H, the coefficients a, 6 and p 
are real m x m matrix functions with a in c-“(Q x H), and b and p 
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in C(j? x H). The domain D, of (2.2) is the set of all real m-vector functions 
u whose components belong to P(Q) n P(a). 
In analogy to the corresponding quasilinear fourth order elliptic systems 
(cf. Chan and Young [I]), we say that a m x m matrix V is L-prepared if 
PA 4 Y = (0 V’) A v, (2.3) 
(DiF) 4 AV = (LIT) dDiV for ?: = 1,2, 3 ,..., n, (2.4) 
where VT denotes the transpose of T/‘. Conditions (2.3) and (2.4) are obviously 
true in the scalar case when m = 1. When m = 2, n = I, and A is any 
given matrix, the matrix 
v = (::;I ;;;)? 
for example, is a L-prepared matrix. 
We use the Einstein summation convention that whenever the index i is 
repeated in a term, such a term is to be summed from 1 to n. Let Y-1 denote 
the inverse of V, and G be an arbitrary m x m matrix. Also let 
f[u] = Jo [(d?qa du + 229-6 ‘421 + u’pu] dx, 
F[t, u, V] = s [(dz~)~A u + 2uTB du + u*(P -I- G)u] dx, 
a 
fit, u, V] = -2 [ [Diu - (DiV) V-lu]TA(~ V) V-l[Dg - (DJ) V-%J (2~~ 
R 
e[t, u, 5;] = .r, ([du - (d V) V-lulTA[du - (d V) I”%~] 
+ 2urB[Au - (dV) V-k] + uTGu> dx. 
The proof of the following result is similar to that of Theorem 1 of Chan and 
Young [I] for the time-independent case, and hence is omitted here. 
LEMMA 1. If a&’ is piecewise smooth and u E D, , the?2 evmy L-pre@red 
ma& V in DL with V-1, in C?(&) satisfies 
* 
ss 
[u% - u=(LV) V-k] dx dt 
0 n 
= 1 ’ (f[u] - F[t, u, V] -/- J[t, zc, J,‘] -+ Q[t, U, V]: dt ‘0 
where ajan denotes the outward normal derivative. 
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Here we note that if I is an identically zero operator, then Lemma 1 reduces 
to the following form. 
LEMMA 2. If 82 is piecewise smooth and u E C?(a), then every L-prepared 
matrix V in D, with V-k in C2(i?) satis$es 
r7 * - ! i $(LV) V--l% dz dt 0 n 
r7 
uTV$+u dx dt - 
JI c 
UT a(A “1 ~7-lac 
0 as2 an 
- g (A ,4 V) V-k - zFA(A V) ‘(‘2) ] ds dt. (2.6) 
3. SINGULARITIES OF V 
Let (z4) denote the nm >: mp2 matrix whose (1;1 j)th block is A for %, j = 1, 
2, 3,..., n. Also let (B) be the mn x m matrix whose (i, 1)th block is B for 
i = 1, 2, 3 )..., n. In this section, we assume that A is symmetric, and (A) 
is positive semidefinite in R x H fib. It follows with slight modification from 
Gantmacher [4, p. 3061 that a real continuo~ diagonal m x m matrix 
G(x, t, 0 can be constructed for any (x, t, 6) in R x N” such that 
i (4 w v-9= G 1 is positive semidefinite. 
THEOREM 1. Let 8.!J be piecewise smooth, azd G satisfy (3.1). If there exists 
a nontrivial u in DI such that 
s 
bhi. dx < 0 in Q, (3.2) R 
UC0 = au/aft on a.Q, (3.3) 
s 7 (f[u] - F[t, u, I’]> dt -+ i-00 as r-++cO, (3.4) 0 
then every V in D, satisfying the following conditions 
(i) V is symmetr~e, 
(ii) V is L-prepared, 
(iii) a(ln V)/at commutes with In V in R, (3.5) 
(iv) the ezge-nvabes of ici are nonzero as t -+ -/-XI for x in 52, 
(v) VTLV and - FTA A V are positive sem~de~n~te in R, i i 
must be singular somewhme on K. 
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Proof. If V is nonsingular on R, then there exists a unique vector function 
w in C”(a) such that u = VW on R. Thus 
zF(LV) v-121 = .w=v=(LV)w, (3.6) 
J[t, u, V] = -2 j (DiW)=v=A(d V) Dp dx. (3.7) 
s-2 
Using (2.5), (3.2), (3.3), condition (v) of (3.5), and Q[t, u, I/] >, 0 from (3.i), 
we have 
I 
s.r 
u=VJ-L dx dt f 
0 CJ s 
o’ {F[t, u, V] - f [u]) dt. (3.8) 
From the identity V = exp(ln V), where the principal value of In F 
(cf. Coddington and Levinson [3, pp. 65-661) is taken, it follows from con- 
dition (iii) of (3.5) that 
VtV-l = V-lVt = a(ln V)/fYt. 
Hence (3.8) becomes 
jr \ u=[iY(ln V)/l~t]zc dx dt .< jT{F[i, u, V] - f [u]} dt. 
0 ‘57 0 
Let z(t) = Jo ur[ln V(x, t)]u dx. Then we have 
Z(T) < @) + s,‘IF[t, % VJ -“f[4 & 
As T + +w, it follows from (3.4) that x(7) + - 00. 
Since V is real and symmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix S such that 
S-lVS = J, where J is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the 
eigenvalues of V. From Coddington and Levinson [3, p. 661, 
In V = S(ln J) S-l. 
Thus 
s 
uTS(x, 7)[ln J(x, T)] S-r(x, T)U dX -+ -co as 7++co. (3.9) 
a 
Let zli denote the ith element of the row matrix uTS, and hz be the eigenvalue 
of V corresponding to the (i, i)th entry of J. Since Sr = S-r, it follows from 
(3.9) that 
Al .c, [in ‘i(X, T)][~~(x, ~>l” ‘~ ~ --CO as 7 ---f +co, 
which implies that one of the eigenvalues of V tends to zero as 7 -+ +KJ. 
This contradicts condition (iv) of (3.5). Thus V must be singular somewhere 
on W. 
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By taking the operator 1~ 0, and using (2.6) instead of (2.5), an argument 
similar to the proof of Theorem 1 gives the following variant with weaker 
conditions on U. 
THEOREM 2. Let al2 be piecewise smooth, and G satisfy (3.1). If theye eksts 
a nontrivial u in c”(Q such that u = 0 on iS2, and 
s 
*F[t,u, V]dt+ --co as r--++co, (3.10) 
0 
then every V in DL satisfying (3.5) must be singular somewhere on i?. 
We can also consider mixed boundary conditions, for example of the 
type 
$ [a(~, u) du] + a(x)u = 0 = $ on C, , (3.11) 
u = 0 = au/an on C,, (3.12) 
g [&4(x, t, 7’) d VJ + /3(x, t)V = 0 = g on C, x {t 1 t > 01, (3.13) 
where C, u C, = a.Q, a: and p are real continuous m x m matrix functions. 
The theorem corresponding to Theorem 1 is as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let al2 bepiecewise smooth, and G satisjy (3.1). v there exists 
a nontrivial u in D, such that (3.2), (3.11) and (3.12) hold, and 
s 
,’ {f [u] - F[t, u, V]} dt - s’ j. uT(a - ,8) u ds dt + +a~ as T -+ +oo, 
0 Cl 
then every V in DL sati.&ving (3.5) and (3.13) must be singular somewhere on 8. 
Proof. If V is nonsingular on i?, then we have (3.6) and (3.7). It follows 
from (2.5), (3.2), (3.11)-(3.13), and condition (v) of (3.5) that 
7 
1.i uTVtV-4 dx dt < 0 R s 
o= (F[t, u, VJ - f[u]:ul> dt
+ ST Jcl [U=(CI - ,B)u - G&l V) a( V-%)/an] ds dt. 
0 
Since V is nonsingular, aV/an = 0 implies aF/an = 0. Thus 
7 
ss 
8 uT VtV-Lu dx dt < s 
I{F[t, u, VJ - f[u]> dt + j-‘ / uT(01 - ,8)u ds dt. 
0 0 0 Cl 
The theorem then follows by an argument similar to that in the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
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Remark 1. If B = 0 in (2.1), then we choose G s 0 in Theorems 1, 2 
and 3. 
Remark 2. In the special case when m = 1, conditions (i)-(iii) of (3.5) 
are obviously satisfied by any function V. 
4. EXAMPLES 
Let us consider the differential operator given by 
L,Vr v,,,,- v- v,, m 3 1, n = 1 
on the semiinfinite strip {(x, t)i 0 < x < r/(2a), t > 01, where 0 < n < 
[(r2 - 6)/(7~~ -+ 66)]l/“. By taking G = 0, we have the functional 
F[t, u, V] = jr”“) (I u,, I2 - 1 u 1”) dx. 
0 
Let 
Then u E cB[O, m/(2a)], u(0) = 0 = u(r/(2a)), and 
F[t, u, V] = m f*i(2a) [a*(ax cos ax + 2 sin ax)p - x2 cost ax] dx 
0 
=- ‘7 [a (f + 11) - ($ - l)/(a3)] < 0. 
Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied. It follows that every V 
in DL1 satisfying (3.5) must be singular somewhere on 
{(x3 0 0 d x f 4(2a>, t > 0). 
As another example, let us consider the differential operator given by 
L,V = v,,, + v - v, ) m. >, 1, ‘2 = 1 
on the semiinfinite strip {(x, t)] 0 < x < b < cq t > 01. With G = 0, 
we have 
F[t, u, V] = Job (I u,, I2 + I u I”) dx > 0 
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for every nontrivial m-vector function 24 in C2[0, b] with u(O) = 0 = u(b). 
Hence (3.10) can never be satisfied. In this case, examples of matrices V, and 
V2 in DL2 satisfying (3.5) with b < 71.12 for which det F1 + 0 for all (x, t) 
and det V, = 0 at some point (x, t) on {(x, t)l 0 < x < B, t 3 0) are given, 
respectively, by I/, = e2t(~~~ X) 1, and V, = e2t(sin X) 1, where I is the 
m x m identity matrix. 
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